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Summary of Facts and Submissions

I. This appeal is against the decision of the examining division to refuse the European patent application No. 02721194.5. It concerns a method of assessing financial fraud.

II. The examining division decided that claim 1 of the sole request did not involve an inventive step because it was essentially a mere automation, using notorious computer hardware, of an administrative method, namely assessing the risk of a financial transaction.

III. In the statement of grounds of appeal, the appellant requested that the decision under appeal be set aside and that a patent be granted on the basis of the claims filed on 10 September 2007, i.e. the refused request. An auxiliary request was to remit the case to the examining division with the same claims. The appellant also requested oral proceedings.

IV. In the communication accompanying the summons to oral proceedings, the Board tended to agree with the examining division's reasons and pointed out additional problems under Article 84. Moreover, since it was not apparent how the fraud risk was assessed from the encrypted data or exactly how this processing was distributed between the client and the server, there was a possible objection under Article 83 EPC.

V. In the reply, the appellant gave no arguments and stated that it did not intend to attend the oral proceedings.
VI. At the oral proceedings, held in the appellant's absence, the Board deliberated and decided on the above-mentioned requests.

VII. Claim 1 of the main request reads as follows:

"A method of assessing a financial fraud risk within a distributed client/server system, said method comprising:
receiving (702) first and second financial transactions from transactional information sources at a central computer system;
generating (710) first features for said first financial transaction at said central computer system;
generating (710) second features for said second financial transaction at said central computer system;
determining (718) feature changes between said first features and said second features at said central computer system;
encrypting (730) said feature changes at said central computer system;
transmitting (734) said encrypted feature changes from said central computer system to a client computer system and storing said encrypted feature changes in a local key database;
receiving (806) a local, current financial transaction at a client computer system;
encrypting (810) said current transaction at said client computer system;
generating (810) local features from said encrypted current transaction at said client computer system;
applying (814) said local features to said local key database and determining whether an alert has resulted, said local key database being in communication with a key engine; and
performing (818) a risk analysis for said local, current transaction by said key engine so as to produce a risk score, whereby the risk associated with said current financial transaction is assessed in a distributed manner."

**Reasons for the Decision**

1. The appellant explained the invention as follows:

Prior art fraud detection systems attempted to detect fraud by processing transactional data at a central server. Additional data, located at the source of the transaction ("at-source" data), was not normally transmitted to the central server for processing and thus a complete risk assessment could not be performed. In other words, performing risk scoring at a single, central location generally did not enable all of the available detail regarding that transaction to be included in the risk assessment.

For example, if a central scoring location received transactional data indicating a $5,000 purchase of computer equipment, there was no additional data received indicating whether a single item was purchased or whether five $1,000 computers were purchased (even though the purchase of five computers would be considered riskier). Other examples of at-source data that were typically not sent to a central location to be included in a risk assessment included Web browser information, a TCP/IP address, an e-mail address, server information, etc. The question was then how to include this remote, at-source data, in the assessment of risk of a financial transaction.
One solution might have been to send all at-source data from the remote locations to a central server for processing. This approach was the one that a skilled person would most likely have pursued. However, this approach was problematical in that it could be difficult to arrange for all the data to be transmitted centrally, the types of data could change thus requiring the central server to adapt to new data fields, and data privacy issues could emerge when sensitive information was being sent to a central site over a network.

The invention was based on the realisation that the best way to solve this problem was to perform processing and scoring of the transactional data both centrally and on local client computers. Because additional at-source information (that might be sensitive) was now being used at distributed locations to assess risk (and because certain information would be sent from a central location to a distributed location), the data was encrypted and processing was performed on the encrypted data, thus eliminating the possibility of releasing sensitive information. It was further realised that because the data was being processed both centrally and at distributed client locations, novel techniques for processing the data could be used. It was through a combination of these techniques that the presently claimed invention addressed the technical problem posed.

For example, claim 1 required that the first and second financial transactions were received at a central computer system. These transactions represented a financial transaction for a particular account and a previous transaction for that account. Features were generated for each transaction and the changes between
these features were then determined at the central server. The use of features (or characteristic variables) was a known technique of assessing risk based upon sets of data. Before these feature changes were transmitted to a client computer system for further processing they were encrypted to prevent the release of any sensitive information.

2. In the light of this explanation, the only potentially novel parts of the invention appear to be the ideas of a distributed determination of the risk, encrypting the feature changes and sending them to the client and determining the risk from encrypted data. Indeed this is confirmed by the appellant's formulation of the alleged technical problem as "how to use at-source type data in the calculations in a secure manner and in a distributed system".

3. However, as the Board set out in its communication, it is not clear from claim 1 how this problem is solved. In particular, the claim gives only a functional specification, but no details of how the processing is performed on the encrypted data or any details of the other "novel techniques" referred to above. Similarly, it is not clear from the penultimate feature how the local features are "applied" to the encrypted feature changes from the central computer system stored in the local key database. It is also not clear what the "alert" represents, or how it is subsequently used in the process. Finally, it is not clear - not even from the application as a whole - how a risk analysis of the last feature can be performed from this data. The appellant did not provide any explanation of these features and did not attend the oral proceedings. Consequently, the Board has no reason to change its
view. Accordingly, claim 1 is not clear (Article 84 EPC).

4. Moreover, these unclarities give all the more weight to the examining division's conclusion that the description does not indicate what specific technical problems might arise that would require an inventive step to overcome.

5. Thus, the Board cannot see any prejudicial error in the examining division's conclusion that the subject-matter of the invention does not involve an inventive step (Article 56 EPC 1973). In particular, that “financial transactions” have no technical character as they are clearly part of a method of doing business, which is excluded. The same goes for the object of the claim, namely assessing financial fraud risk. It is agreed that the computer system and the encryption function are technical, but notorious.

6. The appellant synthesises the effect of the remaining features into the above-mentioned alleged technical problem of “how to use at-source type data in the calculations in a secure manner and in a distributed system”. However, in the Board’s judgement, this is still not a technical problem because “the calculations” referred to simply relate to deriving the non-technical risk assessment. Put another way, the invention seems to stop short at deriving financial information without being part of any technical process.

7. The appellant highlights three dangers of determining whether a claimed feature has technical character or not, namely acontextual assessment, isolated assessment, and prejudicial triggering. The Board
agrees to some extent with these comments, but cannot agree that any of these have played a role in the decision under appeal.

8. As an example of the latter, the appellant gave an analogy with the invention of a telephone. If the telephone were invented today and claimed as a "method of communication between remote users", there would be no discussion of technical versus non-technical features. On the other hand, if it were claimed as "a method of communication between business persons", there would be an analysis of the technical character of the features and the claim would be at risk. This would be wrong since the invention was the same in both cases, the latter in fact defining those using the invention more narrowly. However, in the Board's view, apart from the fact that it is hard to imagine how a telephone could be claimed as a "method of communication", the analogy does not seem to hold because if the method involved inventive technical considerations, it would still be good if the business persons were omitted. In contrast, the present invention does not seem to have any point if not in connection with risk assessment.

9. Accordingly, starting from common general knowledge, as the examining division did, the subject matter claimed is also not inventive (Article 56 EPC 1973).

10. As the request is not allowable, there is no reason to remit the case to the examining division to consider the further cited documents, so that the appeal must be dismissed.
Order

For these reasons it is decided that:

The appeal is dismissed.
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